
Manico develops and produces giant, robust multi-touch tablets for collaborative, engaging and
wholesome digital experiences. 

Manico’s own EdUp, EdUp Live and PlayEd software sub-brands are designed to charge these
interactive experiences with customized content and features to deliver the superior educational
and entertainment possibilities these FunTables are capable of and built for. 

FunTable FunBoard

EdUp is Manico’s own education software sub-brand.  Developed with
schools, museums and learning centers in mind, EdUp offers engaging
pedagogic solutions that promote collaborative joyful learning and
interaction. 

PlayEd is Manico’s own entertainment software sub-brand with
focus on games and apps that engage and entertain. Developed
for public places, waiting rooms, lobbies, fitness centers, malls etc. 

EdUp Live is a web-based application that allows teachers to create
and customize themed activities on touchscreens and interactive tables,
to meet the needs of any kid or group. 
Easy to use and set up, the software works on any browser and allows
up to four users to simultaneously interact and collaborate. 



Made in Sweden 

Manico's products are developed, designed 
and built in Sweden.

Robust, colorful and durable, the units are
built with precision technology and a hardened,
anti-reflex treated 5 mm thick protective glass.
 

Kids can crawl, stand or jump on FunBoard
without damaging the units. 

An ecosystem of hardware & SaaS 

Manico's offering is confidently growing into an
exclusive ecosystem that combines hardware
with SaaS solutions for education and
entertainment. Together with  Swedish developers
Nuiteq (world leader in multi-touch software),
Manico enhances and unlocks the possibilities
these giant FunTables are capable of.
Manico's platform is an open invitation for
visionary developers to re-imagine digital
education and real life experienced digital 
playgrounds. 

Oh no, not another screen . . .

Manico's products are not your usual single-user,
passive screen solution. Users are no longer 
separated by screens, but brought together, physically,
in the same room.
FunTables enable and promote collaboration,
movement and endless possibilities for joyful
learning and entertainment, making them an ideal
choice for teachers and students, or as a digital
playground, where such a solution is needed.

Made inSweden



A bit of geography 
Manico's products are currently sold  in
over 20 countries via 20 distribution
partners including the US, Canada, UK,

Japan and India.

Manico's FunTables can be found in 
homes, schools, elderly homes, malls,
hotels,  fitness centers, learning
centers, museums, lobbies and waiting
rooms and more.

2021 saw significant growth for Manico. With a steady increase in sales, the
company's geographical expansion continued with new distribution
partnerships and entries into significant new markets such as the US, Canada,
India, and Japan.  

Manico's business model expanded into subscription-based education and
entertainment solutions, exploring various recurring revenue models with SaaS
at its core. Manico is carving a unique product-market position for interactive,
collaborative multi-touch FunTables and everything in them.

For additional  information contact carl@manicotouch.com 
www.manicotouch.com


